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ABSTRACT
A new approach of graph matching is introduced in this paper, which efficiently solves the
problem of graph isomorphism and subgraph isomorphism. In this paper we are introducing a
new approach called SubGraD, for query graph detection in source graph. Firstly consider the
model graph (query graph) and make the possible sets called model sets starting from the
chosen initial node or starter. Similarly, for the source graph (reference graph), all the possible
sets called reference sets could be made. Our aim is to make the reference set on the basis of the
model set. If it is possible to make the reference set, then it is said that query graph has been
detected in the source graph.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are data structures which are proved to be effective way of representing objects [1]. One
of the problems of interest, with graphs, is matching a model graph (query graph) against a
reference graph (source graph). Graph matching is the process of finding a correspondence
between the nodes and the edges of two graphs that satisfies some (more or less stringent)
constraints ensuring that similar substructures in one graph are mapped to similar substructures in
the other [2]. Many graph databases are growing rapidly in size. The growth is both in the number
of graphs and the sizes of graphs (the number of nodes and the number of edges). There is a
critical need for efficient and effective graph querying tools for querying and mining these
growing graph databases.
We are introducing a new method called SubGraD, which is helpful in graph (directed graph)
mining. Here we take the model graph first and make the model sets. Suppose that there are two
nodes in the model graph (query graph), and then corresponding model set will have only two
elements. Then we break the reference graph in such a way that each set of reference set will have
sets of two elements. We are assuming that the smallest model set is the set which has two
elements corresponding to two nodes of the query graph. We are not considering the case where
the self loop is present. In this paper, we are trying to make sets for reference set by using the
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SubGraD algorithm. If reference set could be made, then query graph is present in reference
graph otherwise not. Related works are discussed in section 2. In section 3, SubGraD algorithm is
given. Model sets have been made in section 4. And in section 5, it is tried to make Reference sets
so that we could find out whether the query graph is present on the source graph or not.

2. RELATED WORK
Graph matching is the concept that has been intensively used in various applications such as in
the field of social networks, road networks, network topology, chemical structures, graph
grammars and semantic networks or pattern recognition. Some of the related works associated
with different fields for graph mining is discussed in this section.
In Fuzzy set theory, there are so many works proposed for graph matching, for example Perchant
and I. Bloch [3-6] gave methods for graph matching using fuzzy set theory , and Hwan gave an
idea for sub-graph matching [7]. Fuzzy attributed graph models are suggested for very different
image type representations, such as fingerprint verification [8].
Fernandez and Valiente proposed a method to represent attributed relational graphs, the
maximum common subgraph and the minimum common super graph of two graphs by means of
simple structures [9]. Bunke [10] suggested the relationship between graph edit distance and the
maximum common subgraph, graph edit distance computation is equivalent to solving the
maximum common subgraph problem.
Cross [11] described an outline for performing relational graph matching using genetic algorithm.
He showed that Bayesian consistency measure could be proficiently optimized using a hybrid
genetic search process that includes a local search strategy using a hill-climbing step. This hillclimbing step accelerates convergence considerably. Cross extended this idea in [12] that is also a
convergence analysis for the problem of attributed graph matching using genetic search.
Myers and Hancock gave an idea that in attributed graph matching problems usually there are
more than one valid and satisfactory solution, and they proposed a method to obtain different
solutions at the same time during the genetic search, using an appropriately modified genetic
algorithm [13-14].
Hancock and Kittler [15-16] used an iterative approach called probabilistic relaxation, and
considering binary relations and assuming a Gaussian error. Later a Bayesian perspective was
considered for both unary and binary attributes by Christmas [17], Gold and Rangarajan [18],
Wilson and Hancock [19-20]. Williams [21] presented a comparative study of various
deterministic discrete search-strategies for graph-matching, which was based on the previous
Bayesian consistency measure in [19-20] and Tabu search was proposed as a graph matching
algorithm.

3. SUBGRAD ALGORITHM
Graph Matching techniques are important and very general form of pattern matching that finds
realistic use in areas such as image processing, pattern recognition and computer vision, graph
grammars, graph transformation, bio computing, search operation in chemical structural formulae
database, etc. SubGraD Algorithm is one such graph matching method. In SubGraD method, an
adjacency matrix [A] is drawn for a query graph (model graph). Element Aij of [A] is 1 if an edge
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is present from node i to node j else 0. Using [A], model set M is prepared. Model set M is a set,
consisting all sets (i, j) as its element where Aij is 1. On the basis of model set we will try to make
the sets for reference set.
SubGraD
For i: 1 to number of nodes (n) in query graph
For j: 1 to number of nodes (n) in query graph
Make the adjacency matrix [A] of n×n
END FOR j
END FOR i
Make Model Set M, M has the elements of the type (a1, b1), (a1, b2),…… (an, bn) where Aab=1
For i: 1 to n
For j: 1 to n
M= (i, j), where Aij=1
END FOR j
END FOR i
For i: 1 to number of nodes (m) in source graph
For j: 1 to number of nodes (m) in source graph
Make the adjacency matrix [S] of m×m
END FOR j
END FOR i
Try to make the reference set R corresponding to Model Set M
Try to break adjacency matrix [S] into k sets R1, R2, ……,Rk , where Sij=1 (row i and column j
has entry 1) and each Rk has the same number of elements as M has
R= ( R1, R2, ……,Rk)
If reference R set can be made, then query graph is detected in source graph
Otherwise query graph doesn’t exist
END SubGraD

4. MODEL SETS
Suppose we have the query graphs as shown in Figure 1, and our purpose is to detect these query
graphs in a given source graph. First step will be to draw the adjacency matrices for query
graphs. In first query graph (Figure 1(a)), there are two nodes a and b, hence Adjacency matrix
[A] will be 2×2. A single edge is present from a to b so the adjacency matrix [A] will have Aab
entry as 1 and rest of the elements (Aaa , Aba , Abb ) as 0. Likewise, the adjacency matrices Figure
2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) are drawn for query graphs Figure 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) respectively.
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Next step is to prepare Model sets using these adjacency matrices. The adjacency matrix of
Figure 1(a) has four elements Aaa , Aab , Aba , Abb (Figure 2(a)). The model set corresponding to
this adjacency matrix is (a, b), since only Aab entry is 1. Similarly for query graph (Figure 1(b)),
the model set is (a, b) and (b, c), since there are two entries which are 1 in adjacency matrix (i.e.
Figure 2(b)). Model sets for query graphs of Figure 1, is shown in TABLE 1.

Figure1. Query graphs

Figure 2. Adjacency matrices for query graphs
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Table 1. Model Sets for Query Graphs.

5. REFERENCE SETS
Let us consider the source graph present in Figure 3, now we will try to make reference set for
source graph. Firstly select the Model set, we are taking MODEL SET I (from Table 1), there is
only an edge that is present from node a to node b, so we are applying SubGraD algorithm, which
selects the set of row i and column j, where the entry is 1 in adjacency matrix [S], of source graph
(i.e. Figure 4). That means we are trying to make reference set R which consists of set
R1,R2….,Rn. In source graph for row 1, and for column 2, 3, 4 and 6 the entries are 1, so the
reference set for row 1 is (1, 2),(1, 3), (1, 4) (1, 6). Similarly for row 2, the reference set is (2, 4),
(2, 6), for row 3, the reference set is (3, 5), for row 4, the reference set is (4, 6), for row 5, the
reference set is (5, 1) and for row 6, the reference set is (6, 5). Corresponding to MODEL SET I,
the Reference set R I (Table 2) have been found. Hence the query graph is detected in source
graph.

Figure 3. Source graph

Figure 4. Adjacency matrix of Source graph
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Now suppose we want to find out whether query graph (Figure 1 (b)) is present or not, take the
MODEL SET II from TABLE 1, i.e. (a, b), (b, c). In MODEL SET II we can see that element b is
presented twice in the set. This type of element is called middle element. Actually, it is the node
which has an incoming edge as well as an outgoing edge (in our case the node b has an incoming
edge from node a and an outgoing edge to node c from Figure 1(b)). Now from source graph we
have to make such a reference set R = (R1, R2), where R1 should have the set (i, k) and R2 should
have set (k, j). Here element k is the middle element. Firstly we start from row 1 in source graph
(Figure 4), S12, S13, S14 and S16 are equal to 1, that means entries from row 1 to column 2, 3, 4 and
6 is 1. So next we will take element 2, 3, 4 and 6 as middle element, and will now consider row 2,
row 3, row 4 and row 6. From adjacency matrix [S] (Figure 4), we will see that which Sij entry is
1, here i is equal to 2, 3, 4 and 6. For row 2, S24 and S26 elements are 1. So in consequence there
are two elements, i.e. S12 and S24, which are 1. So the reference set R is made which has an
element (1, 2), (2, 4), where 2 is the middle element. Similarly other elements of the reference set
can be made. So reference set for row 1 is (1, 2)(2,4), (1, 2)(2, 6), (1, 3)(3, 5), (1, 4)(4, 6), (1,
6)(6, 5). For row 2, the reference set is (2, 4) (4, 6), (2, 6) (6, 5). For row 3, the reference set is (3,
5) (5, 1). For row 4, the reference set is (4, 6) (6, 5). For row 5, the reference set is (5, 1)(1, 2), (5,
1)(1, 3), (5, 1)(1, 4), (5, 1)(1, 6). For row 6, the reference set is (6, 5) (5, 1). For row 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 we can make the reference set for MODEL SET II, hence the query graph Figure 1(b)
exists in the source graph at all nodes. Reference set II for MODEL SET II can be seen by Table
2.
Now suppose we want to find out whether query graph (Figure 1 (c)) is present or not, take the
MODEL SET III from Table 1, i.e. (a, b) (b, c)(c, a). In MODEL SET III, we can see that there
are middle elements b and c, and a cycle is formed. Cycle formation means that the starting node
is also the ending node. It should be noted that the order of the set is not important, it means that,
(a, b) (b, c) (c, a) is same as (a, b) (c, a) (b, c). But the former one satisfies the definition of cycle
formation, so we should try to write in the order as the former one has. From adjacency matrix Sij,
we could see that for row 1, S13, S35, S51,S16, S65,S51 are 1. Reference set for row 1, is (1, 3)(3,
5)(5, 1) and (1, 6)(6, 5)(5, 1). Hence for node 1, the query graph has been detected twice.
Elements 1, 3 and 5 corresponds to the elements a, b, c respectively, which forms a cycle. The
null entry in Table 2 denotes that for that particular node, the query graph could not be detected.
It could be seen from Table 2, for node 2 there is no reference set for MODEL SET III. Hence the
query graph (Figure 1 (c)), is not present at node 2 of the source graph. Similarly for node 4 of
source graph, this query graph cannot be detected.
For the query graph (Figure 1 (d)), again the cycle is formed. But here the model set M is consists
of four sets. So now we will try to make reference set R which should have R1, R2, R3 and R4 in
such a way that they should form a cycle. For example from adjacency matrix [S], it could be
seen that S46, S65, S51 and S14 are 1, and they form a cycle. Hence query graph is detected at node
4. But at node 2 and node 3 it is not present. Hence if we could not able to make the reference set
for particular query graph, then query graph could not be detected in the source graph.
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Table 2. Reference sets for source graph.

.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced an efficient approach for graph matching SubGraD. We first
make the model set M for query graphs with the help of adjacency matrix and then corresponding
to that model set, we try to make reference set R for source graph. If reference set could be made,
then query graph is detected in source graph otherwise it does not exist in the source graph.
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